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ABSTRACT: Digital image clustering algorithms can
classify pixels according to their data characteristics
without the pre-input of training samples. The number
of categories and center point value are difficult to de-
termine because of the large size of pixels and several
features of digital image data. This paper proposed a
digital image clustering algorithm based on multi-agent
center optimization (DICA-MCO). The proposed algo-
rithm established a problem optimization and solving
system composed of agents. To achieve fuzzy evalua-
tion, DICA-MCO mapped the digital image clustering
problem as a problem of intelligent agent movement in
a multidimensional solution space. Results demonstrat
that compared with traditional algorithms, DICA-MCO
can select the optimal number of categories and value
of center points and has high classification accuracy,
Kappa coefficient, and classification effect.
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1. Introduction

Digital image clustering algorithms can classify pixels
according to their data characteristics without the pre-
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input of training samples. Such algorithms have impor-
tant roles in practical applications [1]. K-means and it-
erative self-organizing data analysis technique
(ISODATA) are widely used in existing software.

Numerous new methods have been proposed to improve
the clustering quality of digital images. The traditional
algorithm was improved by fuzzy set theory to cope with
uncertainty in remote-sensing images [2,3]. The obtained
relationship between samples and clusters was deter-
mined by the Markov model [4,5]. Hierarchical cluster-
ing was used for image clustering [6].  Artificial immunity
technology was employed to select the parameters and
improve the unsupervised clustering quality [7]. The Fuzzy
C-Mean algorithm was improved by genetic algorithm to
enable automatic image clustering [8, 9]. The introduc-
tion neighborhood judgment was enhanced by cellular
automaton; this process subsequently increased clus-
tering quality [10].

Although these methods have improved the clustering
quality of digital images, algorithms still encounter sev-
eral problems during practical applications. Clusters
should be determined in advance because of their de-
pendence on initialization conditions [11]. Each cluster
has to correspond to one initialization “center point,” and
the initialization state significantly influences the cluster-
ing quality. These clusters are easy to follow in local
optimum solution but are difficult to converge in limited
steps [12].

Listing all combinations of center point number and
position is difficult because of the large data size and
abundant feathers of digital data. Therefore, the trial-
and-error method often cannot obtain the optimum
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clustering effect. Unsupervised classification based on
particle swarm optimization has attracted considerable
attention from the pattern recognition field in recent years.
For example, the calculated results of k-means were op-
timized by genetic algorithm [13], positions of center point
were selected by different evolutionary (DE) algorithms,
and a reasonable number of clusters were detected [14].
A number of self-adapting clustering center points and
positions were determined by the automatic clustering
different evolutionary (ACDE) algorithm [15]. Although
these algorithms achieved good effects on certain ex-
perimental datasets, they encounter difficulties when
applied to digital images, which are characterized by big
data sizes, multiple spatial features, uncertainty, incon-
sistency, and an unbalanced number of samples,.

To solve these problems, a digital image clustering algo-
rithm based on multi-agent center optimization (DICA-
MCO) was proposed. This algorithm establishes a prob-
lem optimization and solving system composed of solu-
tion space and control agents through the agent model.
To achieve fuzzy evaluation, DICA-MCO maps the digital
image clustering problem as a problem of intelligent agent
movement in a multidimensional solution space. RSICA-
MC can select a number of digital image categories and
the vector position of corresponding center points inde-
pendently to obtain the clustering result of the whole im-
age. The experimental results demonstrate that compared
with traditional algorithms, DICA-MCO can select the
optimal number of categories and positional parameters
of center points and has high classification accuracy,
Kappa coefficient, and classification effect.

2. Principle of Algorithm

A digital image can be expressed as a dataset Xn×d, where
n is the number of pixels and d is the number of
wavebands. Image clustering aims to discover a parti-
tion C = {C1, C2, …, Ck} to divide the dataset into K cat-
egories. The in-category difference is the minimum,
whereas the difference among categories is the maxi-
mum. Such a partition meets three key attributes:

(1) Any category is not null.

(2) Intersection of any two categories is null.

(3) Any pixel must pertain to a category.

Searching for the optimum C is a non-deterministic poly-
nomial-time hard problem. Existing digital image process-
ing software pre-inputs the number range of center points
and produces initial center points randomly. This type of
software also iterates continuously and obtains relative
optimum clustering results. This process may omit the
good partition pattern of digital images, which are char-
acterized by big data size, uncertainty, and inconsis-
tency, and a decrease in local optimum. Therefore, a
new method should be introduced to determine a good
clustering partition.

(1)

where Ti,j corresponds to

(2)

In Equation. (2) above,  and  are the mean value
and the standard deviation (SD) of the jth waveband,
respectively. Based on normalization, the DICA-MCO
algorithm introduces the PBM-index as the evaluation
index of clustering quality, which is expressed as [16]

(3)

The DICA-MCO algorithm is used to pre-assign the largest
number of categories (m), and the description of the
digital-image-clustering problem is converted into a multi-
dimensional solution space. The dimensions in this space
are described as follows:

Position vector of the solution space =
[
Center point 1 selects weight,
Center point 2 selects weight,
…
Center point m selects weight,
Position of center point 1 in feature 1,
Position of center point 1 in feature 2,
…
Position of center point m in feature n,
];

One position vector in this space (P) corresponds to one
solution of image clustering.

First, the DICA-MCO algorithm must normalize the
wavebands of digital images and the equilibrium data
range of features for problem solving. For the value (Xi, j)
of the jth feature of the ith pixel of the image, its
normalization from 0 to 1 can be realized according to
the following equation:

where

(4)

(5)
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in which K is the number of partitions, E1 is the calculated
results of Equation. (4) when the entire dataset is viewed
as one category, zk is the center point of corresponding
categories, and Ukj is the fuzzy membership of one
element in the dataset to one center. The image clustering
result can be quantitatively evaluated through normalization
and the PBM-index. Here, a high score represents a
high evaluation quality. The DICA-MCO becomes
equivalent to the maximization of Equation. (3) by
searching the optimum number and the positions of
center points with solution agent (SA) and control agent
(CA). SA expresses the solution to the clustering problem
and has several attributes, which are described below.

(1) Concept of SA: each SA contains the position vector
of one solution space (P), which shows the number and
positions of digital-image-clustering centers. The digital
clustering result Fitness can be evaluated through P
(Figure. 1).

Figure 1. Solution space vector of SA and clustering-
quality evaluation

Selection Rule of Center Points
Step 1:  IF (wi > center point selection threshold) THEN the
corresponding center point is selected;

Step 2: ELSE the corresponding center point is rejected; END
IF

END

For the 2D dataset in Figure. 1, P contains a 4D w, and
the 4×2 CM represents that this agent can support four
center points at most. The corresponding dataset covers
two spatial attributes. The selection threshold of W = [0.23,
0.61, 0.24, 0.75] is 0.5; thus, CM2 and CM4 are selected
as the center points. Their position in the dataset is the
center point to which the red arrow points, as shown in
Figure. 1. A group of center points can be generated
through W and CM, where W is higher than CMi
corresponding to the threshold. Based on center points,
C can be obtained according to the distance from pixel
to center points. Fitness can be determined by using
Equation. (3).

(2) Aim of SA: the number and position of center points
corresponding to SA are changed by adjusting P to
increase Fitness as much as possible and by performing
digital image clustering.

(3) Intention of SA: SA adjusts its P by the movement
velocity (V). In Figure. 2, one SA moves at a velocity of V
at t.

Figure 2. Position changes of the agent in the solution space

In Figure 1, SA contains the position vector of one solution
space, i.e., P = [ w1, w2, .., wm, CM1, CM2, …, CMm] = [p1,
p2, …, ps], and includes a total of s = m + m × d (m is the
maximum number of center points that can be expressed
by SA) dimensions. Here, P shows the position of the
clustering problem in the solution space, and it can be
divided into the weight description vector of center point
W = [w1, w2, …, wm] and the matrix of alternative center
points CM = [CM1, CM2, …, CMm]. For W, every weight
(wi) corresponds to the vector of one alternative center
point (CMi = [bi1, bi2, …, bid]). The value of wi determines
whether the corresponding CMi is selected as the center
point. The corresponding rules are stated below.

The position of the agent in the solution space at t + 1 is
given by

(6)P (t +1) = P(t)  + V

SA attempts to increase the current FT through V to
achieve a better clustering quality. The motion rules of
SA from t to t + 1 are listed below.

Motion Rules of SA
Step 1: Calculate P(t +1) from Equation. (6) and
decompose it into W and CM;

Step 2: Acquire real center points according to W and
CR and the CR rule. All image pixels are classified
according to the distance of center point to identify the
corresponding membership.
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(7)

V and P have the same dimensions. Considering the Pc
of SAc and Pr of SAr, as well as the rand between 0 and 1,
V in each dimension can be expressed by

(8)

Figure 3. Relationship between CA and SA

The crossrate in Equation. (8) is the crossing-over rate
(0,1], which is often used in revolutionary and particle
swarm optimization. When rand < crossrate, the
corresponding Vi changes. A high rand leads to a large
change amplitude of V, and F is the direction selection.
If the FT of SAr is higher than that of the current SAc, SAC
has to move toward SAr; otherwise, SAC shall move
opposite against SAr. Therefore, the F value in Equation.
(5) is given by

Step 3: Calculate the clustering quality FT (t + 1)
according to Eq. (3)

Step 4: IF FT(t+1)> = FT (t) AND the clustering center is
correct THEN

Step 5: SA moves to P (t +1) normally;

Step 6: ELSE IF the clustering quality deteriorates and
less than two center points go beyond the data boundary,

Step 7: SA returns to P(t). Set V 0;

Step 8: ENDIF

END

Through these rules, one SA moves in the solution space
at a speed of V. This movement changes P, which also
changes the number and position of corresponding center
points. If a higher Fitness value is achieved compared
with the previous value, SA continues to move at this state.
Otherwise, this adjustment cannot optimize the clustering
result and SA returns to the previous position. V is set
into 0, and the upper CA should modify its moving
direction or position.

CA performs the unsupervised clustering of digital images
by communicating with SAs and adjusting their moving
process; its attributes are listed below.

(1) Concept of CA: one CA controls several SAs, and
each SA corresponds to one solution of the digital-image-
clustering problem (Figure. 3).

(2) Aim of CA: CA aims to find a relatively good digital-
image-clustering solution by controlling the movement of
SAs.

(3) Intention of CA: CA has to continuously iterate and
control the movement of SAs when solving one digital
clustering problem; its operation rules from t to t+1 are
stated below.

Operation Rules of CA
Step 1: Inform all SAs to move for one step according to
the M rule. Collect the solution space vector (P) and
velocity vector (V) of all SAs;

Step 2: Arrange all SAs from the highest FT to the lowest
FT (the first SA has the best clustering quality);

Step 3: For (esa IN for every SA with V = 0)

Step 4:IF esa V = 0 for T continuous periods AND it is
placed in the last L positions

Step 5: SA is in the local optimization position. Re-initialize
this SA;

Step 6: ELSE

Step 7:Re-adjust V for esa and change its moving
direction;

Step 8: ENDIF

Step 9: END

END

Controlled by this rule, all SAs have to interact with CA
after moving for one round. If SAc can obtain a better
Fitness, then its V shall be adjusted. At this point, SAc
can select any SAr for reference. The V of SAr is
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(9)

CA can produce a new movement direction again for a
stop SA and then move toward the direction that may
contribute to a possible solution. At every t, CA will adjust
stop SA (V = 0). If the adjustment of one SA in continuous
T period fails, the failure may be due to the following
conditions:

(1) The FT of this SA is in the first L; it is kept as a
relative optimal solution.

(2) The FT of this SA is in the last L; it is in the local
optimization position and shall be re-initialized to adjust
its movement track.

During the solving and clustering of CA and SAs, CA
ends the iteration according to the rules stated below.

Stop Rules:

Step 1: IF the first L SAs have the same FT and this is
kept for more than T periods,

Then the algorithm is in convergence. End the algorithm;

Step 2: IF the iterations of the algorithm exceed the preset
threshold, Then end the algorithm;

END

Once the algorithm is ended, CA can decompose the P
of the first SA into W and CM. The center point is output
according to the selection rule of center point, and the
clustering result is output based on the clustering of
distance to center points. The total flow chart of the DICA-
MCO based on SA and CA is presented below.

Flow chart of the DICA-MCO Algorithm

Input: Digital data Xn×d and the maximum number of
categories MaxC

Output: Optimized number of categories NumC and
partition result C

Begin
Step 1: XMn×d ← Xn×d normalization based on Equation.
(1);

Step 2: Initialize one CA;

Step 3: Initialize SA1, … SAn. Determine the MaxC of
each SA. The positions (P) of all SAs in the solution space
are generated randomly.

Step 4: while (CA operates SR to detect whether the

Figure 4. Image of the research area

To verify accuracy of the DICA-MCO algorithm, it was
compared with K-Means (the number of category is set
at 2–20. A total of 20 tests were performed, and the result
with high evaluation index is used as the final result),
ISODATA, and ACDE (adopting 20 chromosomes). The
clustering quality of these 4 algorithms was evaluated by
Equation (3). The results are listed in Table 1.

Algorithm Categories Fitness

K-Means1 5 0.89
ISODATA 7 0.87
ACDE 4 0.94
DICA-MCO 6 1.15

Table 1. Comparison of clustering quality of four methods

algorithm can stop)){

Step 5: CA controls all SAs for once according to C; }

Step 6:  Result SA = CA, output the first SA (highest FT)

Step 7: [NumC, C] = Decompose the P of Result SA into
W and CM, find the corresponding center point and
obtain the partition result;

End

According to this flow chart, the DICA-MCO algorithm
initializes CA and SA. Under CA control, many SAs
continuously move in the solution space. Finally, CA
outputs the first SA (highest FT) as the solution of the
DICA-MCO algorithm.

3. Experiment

This paper implemented all algorithms with Matlab. A piece
of a 1000 × 1000 digital image obtained from the TM-7
satellite was used as the test data. This image was a
picture of the northern part of the Jilin Xianghai National
Nature Reserve shot by Landsat-8 on August 9, 2013
(Figure. 4).
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Category W G F S
W 437 6 15 42
G 0 475 5 20
F 2 170 323 5
S 4 51 31 414

Accuracy = 82.5% Kappa = 76.6%

W    437      6   15        42
G     0    487   13         0
F     2     31  456       11
S     4    147   37       312

Accuracy = 84.6% Kappa = 79.5%

W 261     7         19        213
G 0   492         8          0
F 2    42        453        3
S 6    87         12       395

Accuracy = 80.1% Kappa = 73.4%

W           422 6 15 57
G              0          462        11        27
F             14 27       448 11

         S              9     32   27    432

Accuracy = 88.2% Kappa = 84.3%
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Table 2. Comparison of clustering quality of four methods

The ACDE algorithm has the lowest clustering accuracy
(80% and Kappa = 73%). Transition and uncertain bound-
aries exist among grassland, farm land, and saline–alkali
soil during the clustering process of the K-means algo-
rithm. These two algorithms cannot converge in limited
iteration steps, which reflect the fact that the center points
of clustering “oscillate” within a certain range. Although
the ISODATA algorithm has poor clustering quality, it

Figure 5. Clustering results of different algorithms

K-means had five categories. Furthermore, this algorithm
classified certain farmland as grassland by mistake. The
ISODATA algorithm added grassland 2 and cultivated land
2 to solve the transition problem. However, ISODATA
classified saline–alkali soil as grassland by mistake. The
ACDE algorithm results directly corresponded to the four
categories of the research area. ACDE improved the
mistaken classification of farmland. However, this
algorithm demonstrated poor classification accuracy in
water (2) and saline–alkali soil areas. The DICA-MCO
algorithm divided the image into six categories: water 1,
water 2, grassland 1, grassland 2, cultivated land, and
saline–alkali soil. This algorithm distinguished all objects
correctly and achieved a more reasonable clustering
result than the other algorithms.

4. Conclusion

Digital image clustering is an important image analysis
method. Given that traditional algorithms depend highly
on initialization conditions, clustering categories and the
position of center points can significantly influence the

As shown in Table 1, owing to different spectrum
characteristics with the same object in the digital image,
the clustered number of category is not fully consistent
with the real number. The proposed DICA-MCO algorithm
finds six center points and achieves 1.15 evaluation score
up to the maximum. The K-means algorithm selects five
center points as the final clustering result. The ISODATA
continuously combines and splits existing categories. This
algorithm divides relatively more blocks but still fails to
increase the clustering assessment significantly. The
ACDE algorithm produces four center points and achieves
the second highest evaluation score (0.94). This study
involves 500 test samples, and the classification
accuracies of the four methods of test data are listed in
Table 2.

achieves the second highest classification accuracy
(84.6% and Kappa = 79.5%) because it has more cat-
egories. However, the higher number of category makes
it easy to classify some other surface land types as grass-
land. The DICA-MCO algorithm achieves the highest
overall classification accuracy, reaching 88.2% and
Kappa = 84.3%. The clustering results of all algorithms
are shown in Figure. 5.

Nomenclature: Water (W), Grass land(G), Farm land(F),
Saline-alkali land (S)
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result. Traditional algorithms may encounter various
application problems (e.g., convergence failure, coverage
of small blocks, and excessive tending of clustering result
to one category) when uncertainty and inconsistency
exist, as well as the big data size and tremendous
wavebands of digital images. A digital image clustering
algorithm based on the optimization selection of center
points of multi-agent was proposed in this paper. A multi-
agent system composed of solution agent and control
agent was established, which can provide the optimization
selection of the number and position of center points.
The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
DICAMCO algorithm has higher clustering quality and
accuracy than traditional algorithms.
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